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Anodized TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNTAs) prepared by anodization have garnered widespread attention due

to their unique structure and properties. In this study, we prepared TNTAs of varying lengths by controlling

the anodization time. Among them, the nanotubes anodized for 2 h have an inner diameter of

approximately 92 nm and a wall thickness of approximately 12 nm. Then we subjected amorphous

TNTAs prepared by the anodization method to annealing treatments, systematically analyzing the

evolution of morphology and structure with varying annealing temperatures. As the annealing

temperature increases, the amorphous successively undergoes transitions to the anatase phase and then

to the rutile phase. During the transition to the anatase phase, the structure of the nanotube array

remains intact, with the complete preservation of the tubular array structure. However, during the

transition to the rutile phase, the tubular array structure is destroyed. To address why the tubular array

remains undamaged during the amorphous-to-anatase transition, we subjected amorphous TNTAs to

annealing at 300 °C for different durations. Raman spectroscopy was employed for fit analysis, providing

insights into the evolution of the molecular structure during the anatase phase transition. Finally, TNTAs

annealed at different temperatures were incorporated into lithium-ion batteries. By combining XRD for

semi-quantitative phase content and anatase particle size calculations, we established a correlation

between structure and electrochemical performance. The results indicate a significant improvement in

electrochemical performance for an amorphous–anatase structure obtained through annealing at 300 °

C, providing insights for the design of high-performance energy storage materials.
1. Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is one of the most extensively studied
oxide materials. Its advantages, such as non-toxicity, high
chemical stability, and excellent biocompatibility, have led to
widespread research in catalysis, sensors, dye-sensitized solar
cells, electrochemical energy storage, and biomedical elds.1–5

In comparison to randomly oriented nanostructures, the
ordered arrangement of TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNTAs) has
attracted considerable attention due to its high surface area,
porosity, and excellent electron transport properties.6 TNTAs
are typically prepared directly on titanium substrates using the
anodization method, which is a straightforward approach
allowing for the fabrication of vertically aligned and highly
ordered nanotube array.7,8 TiO2 exhibits three common phase
structures, with the anatase phase primarily used in catalysis
and electrochemical applications, while the rutile phase nds
applications in high-temperature coatings, optical devices, and
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more.9,10 While brookite phase TiO2 has many applications,
research on it has been relatively limited due to the difficulty in
obtaining pure phases.11,12 In contrast to crystalline phases,
amorphous TiO2 possesses unique electronic properties,
offering abundant defect sites that contribute novel function-
alities in practical studies.13 TNTAs produced through the
anodization method are typically amorphous.10

Extensive exploration has been conducted using the anod-
ization method to prepare highly ordered nanotube array.
Currently, a widely adopted approach involves the use of third-
generation organic electrolytes for the growth of TNTAs.10 The
impact of various factors such as the water content, uoride ion
concentration, anodization temperature, anodization time,
anodization voltage, current, annealing temperature, annealing
time, pressure, etc., on the morphology, structure, and proper-
ties of TNTAs has been extensively studied.10,14,15 In practical
applications, the transformation of amorphous TNTAs into
crystalline phases is oen necessary. High-temperature
annealing has proven to be an effective method for inducing
the crystallization of amorphous TNTAs.16,17 In the study of the
annealing process, researchers have reached a consensus that
the transformation of amorphous to anatase occurs around
300 °C, while the transformation from anatase to rutile occurs
around 600 °C, causing the collapse of the nanotube array
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8195–8203 | 8195
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structure at this temperature. Interestingly, during the trans-
formation from amorphous to anatase, the structure of the
TNTAs does not undergo destructive damage. Since amorphous
TiO2 cannot be directly characterized by conventional testing
methods, the structural evolution of amorphous to anatase has
not been well-studied.

In this study, we investigated the morphological evolution of
TNTAs by annealing the nanotube array obtained through
anodization at different temperatures. The samples subjected
to various annealing temperatures were characterized using X-
ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy. Subsequently,
Raman peaks were tted to study the changes in peak positions
during the crystallization process from amorphous to anatase.
Combining molecular vibration models, we elucidated the
structural evolution during the crystallization of amorphous to
anatase. Finally, lithium-ion battery performance tests were
conducted on samples annealed at different temperatures.
Combining XRD for a semi-quantitative calculation of phase
content, we proposed a model of the amorphous–anatase
structure that exhibits improved electrochemical performance.
2. Experiment section
2.1 Preparation of TNTAs

Prior to anodizing, the titanium foils (10 mm × 35 mm × 0.1
mm, 99.99% purity) were cleaned in turn in acetone (AR, Tianjin
Komiou Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd), HCl solution (10%),
ethanol (AR, Tianjin Fuyu Fine Chemical Co. Ltd) and deionized
water by sonication and dried in the air. Cover the back of the
treated titanium foil with insulating tape to prevent the growth
of TNTAs on the backside during the anodization process.
Anodization was carried out using a two-electrode system, the
size of cathode was same as the anode and they were separated
by 2 cm. Ti foils were pre-anodization at 60 V for 2 h in the
electrolytes (180 mL EG (AR, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co.
Ltd), 0.4 wt% NH4F (AR, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd)
and 1 vol% H2O) and then ultrasound to remove the surface
layer in deionized water. Finally, the dried Ti foils were anod-
ized in the original electrolyte at 60 V for 2, 5 and 10 h,
respectively. All the samples were cleaned by sonication in
ethanol aer anodization, then removed the insulation tape
and cut to required size (10 mm× 10 mm) for annealing at nine
different temperatures (from 100 to 900 °C, temperature rise
rate: 5 per minute, dwelling time: 2 h, cooled naturally).
2.2 Morphology and microstructure characterization of
TNTAs

Surface morphology of all samples were characterized by SEM
analysis using JSM-6700F device. Grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction (GIXRD) was performed using Smartlab 3 kw.
Raman spectroscopy was carried out using LabRAM HR Evolu-
tion (532 laser). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was
performed using the Tecnai G2 F20 instrument from the United
States.
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2.3 Electrochemistry characterization of TNTAs

The TNTAs, which grown on Ti metal, and lithium sheet were
assembled into coin cells (CR2032) in an Ar-lled glovebox.
These two electrodes were separated by a glass ber separator,
and all of them were immersed in the electrolyte (1 M LiPF4 in
a 1 : 1 (w/w) mixture of dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and ethylene
carbonate (EC)). The charge–discharge cycles of all coin cells
were tested between 1.0–3.0 V (vs. Li+/Li) at varied current
densities with CT3001A battery test system (LANHE).
3. Results and discussion
3.1 The inuence of crystallization on the morphology of
TNTAs

The growth process of anodized TNTAs in organic-based elec-
trolytes containing uorine ions has been widely intro-
duced.10,18,19 In this work, we use optimized electrolytes for the
growth of TNTAs and then conduct the subsequent heat treat-
ment research. The schematic diagram illustrating the
morphological evolution of TNTAs obtained through anodiza-
tion during the annealing process is shown in Fig. 1. At different
annealing temperatures, SEM images of TNTAs are shown in
Fig. 2, S1 and S2.† For TNTAs with the same anodization time,
as the annealing temperature increases, the nanotubes gradu-
ally become curved, eventually collapsing and transitioning
from a nanotubular morphology to a rod-like structure. Anod-
ization time is a crucial factor affecting the length of the
nanotubes.20,21 As shown in Fig. S3,† the nanotubes anodized
for 2, 5, and 10 h exhibit tube lengths of 7–10, 10–15, and 16–23
mm, respectively. The nanotubes anodized for 2 h, without
annealing, exhibit an inner diameter of 92 nm and a wall
thickness of 12 nm, as depicted in Fig. S4.† Comparing SEM
images at the same annealing temperature in Fig. 2, S1 and S2,†
it can be observed that as the anodization time is extended, the
tube walls are further etched, resulting in a reduction in wall
thickness and a slight increase in diameter. Simultaneously, the
thermal stability of the nanotubes is enhanced.

To study the correlation between the morphological evolu-
tion and crystallization process of TNTAs, XRD and Raman
investigations were conducted on TNTAs anodized for 2 h as
shown in Fig. 3. When annealed at temperatures below 200 °C,
all peaks in Fig. 3a (at 35.1, 38.4, 40.1, 53.0, 62.9, 70.6, 76.2, and
82.3°) belonged to the Ti substrate (PDF. 04-001-6809). The
GIXRD results in Fig. 3c indicated that at this point, TNTAs
exhibited no diffraction peaks, which is due to the fact that
TNTAs grown via anodization are amorphous TiO2,22,23 and no
crystallization occurs below 200 °C. The Raman spectrum in
Fig. 3d also conrmed that TNTAs annealed below 200 °C did
not undergo a phase transition, indicating that amorphous
TNTAs can stably exist below 200 °C,24 and no crystalline phase
is formed. This explains why there is no change in the
morphology of TNTAs when annealed below 200 °C.

As the temperature increased to 300 °C, the newly appeared
peaks in Fig. 3a and c (at 25.3, 37.0, 37.9, 38.6, 48.0, 54.0, 55.1,
62.7, 68.9, and 75.2°) corresponded to the anatase phase of TiO2

(PDF. 01-075-2547).25 This indicates that at this temperature,
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the relationship between the morphology and phase transition of TNTAs.
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TNTAs underwent a transition from an amorphous state to the
anatase phase. In line with the XRD patterns, the Raman spectra
at 300 °C in Fig. 3b and d also conrmed this transition, with
the detection of Raman-active vibrations at 145 cm−1 charac-
teristic of the anatase phase's Eg mode.26,27 From Fig. 2, it can be
observed that when the temperature exceeds 300 °C, regular
TNTAs undergo changes such as the curling deformation and
partial collapse of nanotubes. However, the characteristic
features of the nanotube array are still preserved, and these
Fig. 2 SEM images of TNTAs grown for 2 h and annealed at different tem
600 °C, (g) 700 °C, (h) 800 °C, (i) 900 °C.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
changes are closely associated with the anatase phase transi-
tion. Since 300 °C is the initial temperature for the amorphous-
to-anatase phase transition,28 only sites with higher free energy
undergo the phase change, so the overall structural impact is
not very pronounced.

With further temperature increase, the XRD spectrum
showed a signicant increase in the intensity of the diffraction
peaks corresponding to the {101} crystal planes of the anatase
phase (labeled as anatase in Fig. 3a), indicating a continuous
peratures: (a) 100 °C, (b) 200 °C, (c) 300 °C, (d) 400 °C, (e) 500 °C, (f)

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8195–8203 | 8197



Fig. 3 (a) XRD pattern of TNTAs grown for 2 h and annealed at different temperatures, (b) and (d) Raman patterns, (c) GIXRD patterns.
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increase in the content of this phase, which is consistent with
the results from the Raman spectrum. In the Raman spectrum,
in addition to the changes in the intensity of the Eg mode, the
high-frequency region's Raman peaks were well resolved.
Vibrations observed at 395.0, 515.4, and 638.1 cm−1 were
attributed to the anatase phase's B1g, A1g, and Eg modes,
respectively.29,30 Comparing Fig. 2c–f, it can be observed that
with the further increase in temperature, the extent of TNTAs'
fragmentation gradually increases, while the nanotube struc-
ture remains. This phenomenon is attributed to the fact that
TNTAs prepared through anodic oxidation in a uoride-
containing electrolyte are amorphous,31 containing many
disordered structures and defects such as oxygen vacancies,
dangling bonds, etc.32,33 Aer the anatase phase transition, it
partially disrupts the nanotube array structure. Fig. 3d shows
that amorphous TNTAs exhibit two distinct broad peaks.
Although amorphous and anatase phases are entirely different
in crystallography, amorphous structures with long-range
disorder may have short-range atomic arrangements similar
to the anatase phase. This characteristic allows the phase
8198 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8195–8203
transition from amorphous to anatase not to cause destructive
damage to the nanotube array structure. With increasing
temperature, some of the curling and fragmentation of TNTAs
may be attributed to the growth of anatase phase particles.

Upon annealing at 600 °C, peaks corresponding to the rutile
phase of TiO2 (at 27.4, 36.1, 39.2, 41.2, 54.3, 56.6, 64.0, and
69.0°) began to appear in the XRD spectrum (PDF. 04-001-7096).
However, in the Raman spectrum of TNTAs annealed at 600 °C,
there were no new peaks, indicating that the transformation
from anatase to rutile did not occur simultaneously on the
surface and in the interior regions.34 The rutile phase primarily
nucleated at the junction of the Ti substrate and TNTAs.35,36

Since the surface of TNTAs did not undergo the phase transi-
tion, there was minimal change in morphology compared to
TNTAs annealed at 500 °C. The XRD spectrum of TNTAs
annealed at 800 °C displayed a signicant increase in the
intensity of the peaks associated with the rutile phase, indi-
cating a continued increase in the content of this phase, and the
rutile phase transition persisted. A Raman peak at 446.9 cm−1

in Fig. 3b corresponded to the rutile phase's Eg mode,37
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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indicating that the surface also underwent rutile phase trans-
formation at this stage, although the anatase phase still domi-
nated. As seen in Fig. 2h, TNTAs had been severely damaged,
with nanotube structures collapsing and visible particles. Aer
annealing at 900 °C, both the XRD and Raman spectra exhibited
drastic changes. The XRD peaks associated with the anatase
phase signicantly weakened and were replaced by newly
emerging rutile peaks (labeled as rutile in the Fig. 3a). Spectral
peaks at 446.9 and 609.6 cm−1 corresponded to the rutile pha-
se's Eg and A1g Raman-active vibrations.38 At this point, the
majority of TiO2 had transformed into the rutile phase, with
only a very small amount of anatase phase remaining. As indi-
cated in Fig. 2i, the nanotubemorphology had disappeared, and
the entire TNTAs had fully granulated. The relationship
between the morphology of TNTAs and the phase transition is
shown in Fig. 1.
3.2 The crystallization process of anatase TNTAs

The process of the crystalline transformation of TNTAs from
amorphous to the anatase phase during annealing at 300 °C for
different times was studied using Raman spectroscopy, as
shown in Fig. 4a. Aer annealing for 3 minutes, characteristic
Raman peaks of the anatase phase appeared in the spectrum,
and with prolonged annealing time, these characteristic
anatase peaks gradually strengthened, indicating an ongoing
transformation to the anatase phase. According to previous
research,27 anatase-phase TiO2 has six Raman-active vibrational
modes: A1g + 2B1g + 3Eg. Each mode is labeled in Fig. 4a, and
their corresponding molecular vibration diagrams are illus-
trated in Fig. 5. Eg(v6), Eg(v5), and B1g(v4) represent bending
vibrations of O–Ti–O bonds, while A1g(v3), B1g(v2), and Eg(v1)
correspond to stretching vibrations of Ti–O bonds. Due to the
proximity in peak positions of A1g(v3) and B1g(v2), Raman
spectra measured at room temperature oen combine them
into a single peak located at 516 cm−1.
Fig. 4 (a) Raman spectrumof TNTAs grown for 2 h and annealing at 300 °
annealing versus annealing time.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The relationship between the peak positions of the Raman
peaks and annealing time was obtained by tting the Raman
peaks in Fig. 4a using Lorentzian functions, as shown in Fig. 4b.
As annealing time increased, the Raman peak wavenumbers
corresponding to Eg(v6), Eg(v5), and B1g(v4) decreased, indicating
a redshi in the characteristic peaks associated with bending
vibrations of O–Ti–O bonds (as shown in Fig. 5a–c). On the
other hand, the Raman peak wavenumbers corresponding to
A1g(v3), B1g(v2), and Eg(v1) increased, indicating a blueshi in
the characteristic peaks associated with stretching vibrations of
Ti–O bonds (as shown in Fig. 5d–f). The observed phenomenon
can be explained by the relationship between vibrational
frequencies and elastic constants. When TNTAs transform from
amorphous to the anatase phase, bending vibrations become
less favorable while stretching vibrations become more favor-
able. The reason for this change may be attributed to the release
of distortions in the Ti–O octahedra during the annealing
process. TNTAs prepared using anodic oxidation are amor-
phous and exhibit disordered atomic arrangements. The dis-
torted Ti–O atomic congurations make bending vibrations
more likely. During annealing, the release of distortions makes
bending vibrations less favorable, while for stretching vibra-
tions, the regular arrangement of Ti–O atomic congurations
during annealing makes them more favorable, resulting in
a shi toward higher frequencies in the Raman spectrum.
3.3 Study on the electrochemical performance of TNTAs

To assess the impact of the crystallization of amorphous TNTAs
on their electrochemical performance, an estimation of the
content of the amorphous phase, anatase phase, and rutile
phase, as well as the size of anatase phase particles, was rst
conducted using XRD spectra. For samples containing only the
anatase and rutile phases, the proportion of the rutile phase in
XRD can be calculated using eqn (1):39
C, (b) peak positions of the five Raman peaks of anatase phase at 300 °C

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8195–8203 | 8199



Fig. 5 Schematic of molecular vibrations corresponding to six Raman active vibrations: (a) Eg(v6), (b) Eg(v5), (c) B1g(v4), (d) A1g(v3), (e) B1g(v2) and (f)
Eg(v1). White spheres denote Ti atoms and red spheres O atoms.

Table 2 Phase content and crystallite size of anatase particles versus
annealing temperatures

Temperature/°C

Phase content/%
Anatase particle
size/nmAmorphous Anatase Rutile

100 100 — — —
200 100 — — —
300 35.9 64.1 — 35.71
400 8.8 91.2 — 49.92
500 7.6 92.4 — 55.47
600 4.6 93.3 2.1 62.92
700 0 94.2 5.8 77.87
800 0 79.0 21.0 82.86
900 0 1.9 98.1 56.58

RSC Advances Paper
WR ¼ IR

0:884IA þ IR
(1)

D ¼ 0:9l

b cos q
(2)

“IA” is the integral intensity of the characteristic peak of the
anatase phase {101} plane, and “IR” is the integral intensity of
the characteristic peak of the rutile phase {110} plane.

Since samples annealed at temperatures above 700 °C no
longer contain an amorphous structure, eqn (1) can be used to
calculate the content of the anatase and rutile phases in TNTAs
annealed at different temperatures. For the samples annealed at
temperatures below 700 °C, the content of the anatase and
rutile phases can be calculated by comparing the integral areas
of the diffraction peaks in the XRD patterns of these samples
with those annealed at 700 °C.40,41 The grain size of the anatase
particles can be calculated using the Debye–Scherrer formula as
shown in eqn (2),42 where “D” represents the grain size (nm), “l”
is the wavelength of X-rays (0.1541 nm), “b” is the full width at
half maximum (FWHM), and “q” is the diffraction angle. Using
these calculation methods, Lorentzian tting was performed on
the main peaks in the XRD data from Fig. 3a, and the results are
shown in Table 1.

Based on the tting data obtained from Table 1, calculations
were performed for the phase content and the grain size of
Table 1 XRD main peak fitting results

Temperature/°C

Anatase {101} plane

FWHM Integral intensity
I
a

100 — — —
200 — — —
300 0.228 3978 1
400 0.174 7425 1
500 0.147 9469 2
600 0.129 10 087 1
700 0.105 12 604 2
800 0.098 15 406 2
900 0.144 375 7

8200 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8195–8203
anatase using eqn (1) and (2). The results are presented in Table
2 and Fig. 6.

Based on the calculations in Table 2, the transformation of
amorphous to anatase phase in TNTAs annealed for 2 h
occurred between 200–300 °C and was mostly completed at
400 °C. The transformation to the rutile phase began at 600 °C
and rapidly completed between 800–900 °C. As the annealing
temperature increased, the size of the anatase particles gradu-
ally increased, starting from 35.71 nm and reaching 82.86 nm.
However, between 800–900 °C, the particle size of the anatase
Rutile {110} plane

ntegral
reas FWHM Integral intensity

Integral
areas

— — —
— — —

395 — — —
985 — — —
010 — — —
030 0.193 117 35
049 0.090 688 96
318 0.070 3629 391
8 0.101 16 694 2591

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Phase content of TNTAs obtained by annealing at different
temperatures after 2 h of anodizing.
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phase decreased due to the transformation of anatase to rutile
phase.

Numerous studies have been conducted on the use of TNTAs
in lithium-ion batteries.19,32,43–45 Among the different types of
TNTAs, amorphous TNTAs have shown better performance than
crystalline TNTAs in terms of initial capacity, rate performance,
electronic conductivity, and diffusion coefficient.46 However,
amorphous TNTAs have poor cyclic stability, which limits their
practical application in lithium-ion batteries.43 On the other
hand, anatase TNTAs have better cyclic stability but lower
capacity. Therefore, in recent years, research has focused on
reducing the irreversible capacity and improving the cyclic
stability of amorphous TiO2 while maintaining high capacity.45

Interestingly, the proportions of different phases in TNTAs can
Fig. 7 (a) High rate cycling performance of TNTAs grown for 2 h and ann
Relationship between electrochemical properties and annealing temper

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
be controlled through annealing processes. To investigate the
lithium-ion storage performance of TNTAs with different phase
proportions, TNTAs obtained through 2 h anodization were
annealed at various temperatures and assembled into TNTAs/Li
half-cells for electrochemical performance testing. As shown in
Fig. 7, the performance trend of TNTAs indicates that 300 °C is
superior to 200 °C, which is superior to 400 °C, and so forth,
with the order being 100 °C > 600 °C > 500 °C > 700 °C > 800 °C >
900 °C.

The superior performance of TNTAs annealed at 200 °C
compared to those annealed at 100 °C suggests that during
annealing, the reduction in the number of Li+ traps and defects
in amorphous TNTAs leads to a decrease in irreversible
capacity.46 Compared to amorphous TNTAs annealed at 100 °C
and 200 °C, TNTAs annealed at 300 °C exhibit higher discharge
capacity and better stability. According to the calculations in
Table 2, the ratio of amorphous to anatase phases in TNTAs
annealed at 300 °C is 35.9/64.1. It is noteworthy that the gal-
vanostatic charge–discharge curves (Fig. S5a†) of TNTAs
annealed at 300 °C do not show a voltage plateau, indicating
that during charge–discharge processes, lithium-ion insertion
and extraction primarily occur in the amorphous TiO2.47 The
disordered structure and defects in the amorphous phase
provide numerous insertion sites for lithium ions at relatively
high potentials, thereby expanding the potential range of
lithium-ions insertion reactions and facilitating uniform
insertion and extraction of Li+ in the amorphous TiO2 nano-
tubes electrode without undergoing a two-phase reaction
between LixTiO2 and TiO2.32,33,47 The high capacity and excellent
stability of TNTAs annealed at 300 °C may be attributed to the
structural match between the amorphous and anatase phases,
where the amorphous phase provides larger discharge capacity
while the anatase phase serves as a support within the TNTAs
structure.
ealing at different temperatures. Current density is 0.1–5 mA cm−2. (b)
ature.

RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8195–8203 | 8201
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During the rst 50 cycles, the performance of amorphous
TNTAs annealed at 100 °C outperformed those annealed at
400 °C, indicating that the amorphous phase exhibits superior
performance compared to anatase. However, when the current
density is restored to 0.1 mA cm−2, the performance of TNTAs
annealed at 400 °C surpasses that of the amorphous pha-
se(annealed at 100 °C). From the charge–discharge curves in
Fig. S5b,† a voltage plateau can be observed, corresponding to
the insertion and extraction of lithium-ions in anatase.
Although the appearance of anatase particles may weaken the
performance of TNTAs, the structural combination of anatase
and amorphous phases indeed improves the cyclic stability of
amorphous TNTAs. Compared to TNTAs annealed at 400 °C,
annealing at 500 °C results in a decrease in rate performance
due to the increase in anatase particle size (from 49.92 to 55.47
nm).48 Interestingly, the performance of TNTAs annealed at
600 °C is superior to that at 500 °C. This phenomenon occurs
because although the rutile phase TNTAs exhibit the poorest
electrochemical performance, the lithium-ion diffusion coeffi-
cient of rutile TiO2 is 4–5 orders of magnitude larger than that of
anatase, leading to the superior performance of the mixed
phase TNTAs annealed at 600 °C compared to pure anatase
phase TNTAs.47 The properties of different phases are shown in
Fig. S6.† In the temperature range of 700–900 °C, the appear-
ance of the rutile phase ultimately leads to a signicant dete-
rioration in performance.49

4. Conclusion

In this study, the amorphous TNTAs obtained through anod-
ization were subjected to annealing in the temperature range of
100–900 °C to establish correlations between annealing
temperature, morphology, structure, and performance. The
length of the nanotubes exhibited a directly proportional to the
anodization duration. Specically, nanotubes anodized for 2, 5,
and 10 h yielded lengths of approximately 7–10, 10–15, and 16–
23 mm, respectively. With those anodized for 2 h showing
dimensions of approximately 92 nm in inner diameter and
12 nm in wall thickness. SEM, XRD, and Raman analyses
revealed that the transition from amorphous to anatase began
at 300 °C without causing signicant damage to the nanotube
array structure. At 600 °C, the transformation to rutile occurred,
leading to the complete particleization of the nanotube array.
To investigate the amorphous-to-anatase transition, samples
were annealed at 300 °C for different durations. Raman spec-
troscopy tting showed that the bending vibrations became
more difficult to occur, while stretching vibrations became easy
to carry out during the transition, attributed to the release of
distortions in the [TiO6] octahedra during the amorphous-to-
anatase conversion. Utilizing XRD, estimations of phase
content pertaining to the amorphous, anatase, and rutile pha-
ses, along with the particle size of anatase, were performed,
followed by an exploration of their correlation with electro-
chemical performance. The results indicated that the samples
annealed at 300 °C exhibited superior electrochemical perfor-
mance, possibly stemming from the structural compatibility
between the amorphous phase and diminutive anatase particles
8202 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 8195–8203
(approximately 35.71 nm in size). Moreover, within 300 and
800 °C range, an increase in annealing temperature corre-
sponded to a gradual augmentation in the particle size of
anatase, ranging from 34.71 nm to 82.86 nm. This increase in
anatase particle size correlated with a decline in electro-
chemical performance, while a pronounced decrease was
observed during the rutile phase transformation. Overall, this
work successfully underscores the pivotal role of structural
compatibility in the design of high-performance lithium-ion
battery electrode materials.
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